Dear Beloved Child of God, Roberta
I have been led (by an Angel or by God? I wish I knew) to contact you. My name is Skip and being “led” is
a new experience for me. First I need to tell you that I’m writing to you with a topic about which there is
no pleasant way to refer to certain details. I promise to be as polite and inoffensive as I can and still be
honest and complete. This is way too important to “beat around the bush” though so please, bear with
me and try not to get offended. OK? Here goes…
Here's how it happened that I was led to contact you. I was sitting in front of my computer, thinking
about some other projects that I'm working on when out of the blue for no identifiable reason the
thought comes into my mind to "Google Oral Roberts”. It was weird because I have never been a fan of
TV evangelism and I do not consider myself a Christian as such. For me, the Universe, Mother Nature,
Truth, God, Pachamama all refer to the same cosmic consciousness I don't even have a TV anymore
and even when I had one I would really only watch TV preachers if nothing but sports were being
broadcast on Sundays.
So I typed your father’s name into the search interface and a page of links was displayed. I scrolled
down the page scanning the links about “Oral Roberts- Dead at 91”. That was news to me. I guess I was
sort of expecting to see him still preaching. I continued to scan- I think the link said “the rise and fall of
The Oral Roberts Ministries” so I clicked that because it’s always interesting when the high and mighty
fall from grace, isn’t it? It opened an article, very long about your family history and the whole story.
For some reason, I felt compelled to read the whole long article. Reading it really brought back
memories. Like when your dad said God was going to kill him if he couldn’t come up with 8 million
dollars. I always thought that was the most hilarious fund raising effort anyone had ever come up with.
Like God is running a protection racket, right? But, you gotta give the guy credit because it worked. I
wondered if Oral secretly thought it was funny too.
I found myself crying when I read about how your brother killed himself. From what I see about Ronnie
in this article, him and I would have been really good friends if we could have known each other. What
really gets to me and makes me feel so sad, is that I could have helped him as I will make clear. And
when I read about how Randy and Steve were kept from the funeral of their grandmother, I have to askwas love and forgiveness missing from the heart of Oral Roberts? Is it not love and forgiveness that is
the heart of the teachings of Jesus?
Even though I am not personally acquainted with any member of the Oral Roberts family, it is the love
and forgiveness that I have in my heart that makes me wish I could put my arms around the entire
Roberts family including the Potts’s and tell them God has heard their prayers and now is the time for
those prayers to be answered. When I got down near the end of the story where you were showing
around the reporter to the TV studio and had the exchange with the elderly guard about your wonderful
sons and what great kids they were and how you are believing there is a cure coming for their affliction
and that that’s the miracle you are expecting, I knew right then that I had to let you know that your
miracle has arrived and your sons can be healed of this and be completely and totally free of it forever.

To get to the point, I have discovered or more accurately, God has revealed to me, the cause and cure of
what is commonly called “homosexuality” and I believe it is His will that I share this discovery with all of
humanity and that it will be an enormous benefit with endless blessings for individuals and families
everywhere the world over to understand what I am about to reveal to you.
The proof that this astonishing discovery is for real is my business partner and best friend of 27 years,
Mike. I personally know that he has been struggling with this affliction for all the years I have known
him and I know personally how it has been a relationship ruining tragedy for his whole family. He is now
healed and is 100% back to being healthy and normal.
I first met Mike when we worked at a restaurant in Tulare, CA. in 1988. He was 17 years old and I'm 16
years older so I became something of a mentor to him, helping him advance from dishwasher to cook
and we became friends off the job too. He was having trouble getting along with his (alcoholic) parents
and when he turned 18, he moved away from home to a spare bedroom in an apartment that my wife
and I were renting. I know him better than his own mother or father know him (they were around him
for only 18 years and they are not on speaking terms at this time) and I am now convinced that he is
truly cured of his homosexuality. He has no reason to lie about it. He no longer considers himself gay.
He no longer suffers the desires or urges of a homosexual. He realized he was cured around Feb 14. It
seemed like a miracle but when you realize the cause, the cure is simple and obvious. It took about 4
weeks and it happened even though he wasn't seeking it and didn't see it coming.
The reason that it seems so much like we were being led by God to this discovery was that neither of us
was looking for a cure for his homosexuality. It was an accidental discovery that surprised us both. Both
of us (and most other people I know) believed that a homosexual was born that way and would die that
way.
Back when he was a teenager, I successfully counseled him to avoid like the plague the "gay lifestyle"
because it is dangerous, un-natural, un-healthy and filthy. He wisely decided to keep himself apart from
all that by having a private, basically solitary sex life that did not involve other gays. Sad, but with the
AIDS epidemic in full bloom, it was the only sane alternative. It was certainly better than the
promiscuous, deadly disease wracked life of the average person suffering from this affliction.
It turns out that having the desire to have "sex", as in intercourse with another man, is a symptom of a
medical condition. I use quotes because real sex is a method of reproduction and two males cannot
reproduce therefore I call it “sex”. This desire (for “anal sex”) results from a medical condition called
parasitosis that isn't all that hard to cure.
The big news is that having the desire or urge to experience genital/anal intercourse (active or passive)
is not a sign that a man or boy is a homosexual. It is a symptom of a mind controlling parasite
infestation. Google "mind controlling parasites" . There you will discover the reason that a human male
would get the idea that he is sexually attracted to the anus of another man or that his own anus is
experienced erotically, making him believe that he is gay. Pay particular attention to the lifecycle of the
parasite known as toxoplasma gondii. Toxoplasma gondii can only reproduce in a cat body and they
shed eggs in the cat feces which is eaten by a mouse. These parasite eggs hatch and get into a mouse’s

brain and turn off the instinctual revulsion that mice have to the smell of cat urine. They turn off the
mouse’s natural fear of being close to a cat and they actually make a mouse sexually attracted to cat
urine and cat fur. The parasites need the mouse to get eaten by a cat so they use those powers and
tactics to accomplish their reproduction. This is not theory or speculation- It isn't controversial at all, it
is known scientific fact.
Here's how we stumbled (were led by God?) onto this- We live in Argentina where there are few
personal care products that are not made with toxic, hormone disrupting, gender bending, health
wrecking petrochemical ingredients. We have a business that gives people an alternative to the daily
application of these toxic chemicals to their body. We make toxin free soap bars and liquid soap sort of
like "Dr Bronner's" in the US.
A lot of the time we get sick people as customers, who are making an effort to detox from the chemical
soup that we live in to regain their health so they need soap that is free of toxins. We really love to help
people get well by detoxing with natural, drug free methods and materials. One very sweet and devout
Christian lady named Mary who we love and is a customer told us that she was diagnosed with stage 4
lung cancer and tumors in her intestines. But people with cancer tend to have a certain smell that we
noticed Mary doesn't have. Sure enough, she was examined by an alternative practitioner and he told
her - It's not cancer, it's parasites. So she started doing parasite cleansing and her "tumors" started
disappearing. She's coughing up worms from her lungs and getting rid of worms from her intestines and
it looks like she will eventually regain her health.
Because we are really serious about helping the folks we serve, I started researching parasites and ways
to get rid of them for Mary. I learned that everyone has parasites (especially people with children or
pets- we have six cats and two dogs) and everyone needs to do regular parasite cleansing to stay as
healthy and parasite free as possible. It turns out that parasites are involved with most diseases and
science knows only a small fraction of what there is to know about what is caused by them in terms of
disease conditions.
So Mike and I both decided to do a deparasitization process on ourselves to see what would happen. We
were using some pretty aggressive measures (like turpentine, diatomaceous earth, strong anti-parasite
herbs…) and Mike started passing massive amounts of multiple types of worms. He told me that most of
the worms were dead but some were pretty large and still squirming. Very scary and very disgusting, but
better out than in so he kept at it.
I experienced only minor symptoms of parasite die-off for a few days and I passed no visible worms. This
didn’t mean I had no parasites. I know I did have some. It’s really impossible to completely avoid all
parasites and really, everyone has them but my problem wasn’t as bad as Mikes.
After about a month of an aggressive multi-pronged attack against the parasites and daily passing of lots
of worms, Mike noticed that he no longer wanted sugar in his coffee. In fact, he noticed that the sugar
that he regularly used was making him feel bad. This was significant because it proved the theory that
parasites can make you want what they want, even if it makes you feel bad. One of their main foods is
sugar. That he no longer wanted sugar was an indicator that he was winning against the parasites and

that they were losing their ability to control his mind. The very next day, Mike would have the
realization of a lifetime.
About this time my research into the lifecycle and reproduction of known parasites was getting
extremely interesting. I learned that certain venereal diseases (like AIDS) make a person want to have
lots of sex. I learned that with the flu, before the infection becomes symptomatic, a person experiences
increased desire to socialize. I learned that with rabies, a person or animal will experience the desire to
bite and draw blood. All these behaviors demonstrate that parasites can affect our behavior in ways
that help the parasites reproduce.
If you will do a Google search on "mind controlling parasites" and you read every search result on the
first page of search results, I can promise you that you will be shocked and amazed- perhaps more than
you have ever been in your entire life.
When I first learned (as a young person) that homosexuals engaged in a practice that was called "anal
sex", I was completely shocked, disgusted and confused. I mean, sex is about reproduction, right? In my
opinion, "anal sex" is a classic oxymoron- two mutually exclusive concepts. My question was- Why
would anyone want to do that to or with anyone??? Most people would answer that question by
saying- "it’s because they are gay" but that answer never satisfied me. I mean, we call them homosexual
because they want to have "anal sex" and we explain why they want "anal sex" by saying that it is
because they are homosexual. Such circular logic explains nothing! In the 27 years that I have known
Mike, I must've asked him a hundred times- "why would anyone want to do that? It has nothing to do
with reproduction…"
For as long as I can remember this question stayed with me, sometimes expressed using different
words, but the same basic meaning. For all those years I stayed perplexed, knowing I did not know the
answer to that question but I was never able to give up trying to find out or figure out-why. I wouldn’t
say I was obsessed with the question only that I knew that I didn’t know the answer.
A few years ago, I remember reading in a small, local San Francisco newspaper in a Dear Abby type
column where sex questions were answered, a woman had wrote in to say that she was mysteriously
becoming attracted to anal stuff. She said she was needing more and more to- I’m so sorry to have to
include this, but the implications are very informative if you want to understand this affliction so please
forgive me, but the woman wrote that she needed to put her mouth, her tongue - guess where on her
husband to achieve sexual arousal. She was wanting to know from the sex columnist why this was
happening to her. The columnist answered that it was because it was so “taboo” that it turned her on.
To me that just sounded stupid and ignorant. My thoughts at the time were that whatever was going
wrong with “gays” was also going wrong with this woman. It certainly shows that this affliction is not
limited to males or “gays”. It is now easy for me to see that this woman had become infected with the
same parasite that makes men “homosexual” and that it won’t get better until she finds a way to rid
herself of the parasite.
While I was learning about the parasite toxoplasma gondii, I suddenly realized that this was the answer I
had been searching for, for basically my entire adult life. This was a real EUREKA moment for me. It

wasn't a theory, it was a realization. I knew in my guts that this explained EVERYTHING I was trying to
understand. And it's the only thing that does.
Watch this video- https://youtu.be/m3x3TMdkGdQ A Stanford University biologist tells some
astonishing things about cutting edge knowledge of toxoplasma gondii and how parasites operate. He
can't mention the implications of how parasites cause homosexuality because the gay mafia would have
his hide! He does however admit that what is known is only the tip of the iceberg.
So Mike had been aggressively deparasitizing for about four weeks. When I told him about how
toxoplasma gondii takes control of the mouse mind and makes the mouse sexually attracted to cats and
that it answers my question about why a person would be sexually attracted to "anal sex", I saw the look
of realization dawning across his face like the sun rising on a clear summer morning. He realized that
what he thought was his "gay side” was actually parasites trying to get from one body to the next as part
of its reproductive cycle. He stopped identifying with those feelings right then and there. In that
moment- he was CURED!!!
As I write this the date is 4/26/16 so it’s been over 2 months since Mike had his realization and those
desires, thoughts and urges that made him think he was gay have not returned. He has thrown away all
his gay porno and sex toys. He is no longer interested in anything related to “anal sex” whereas previous
to his cure, he tells me it was something he thought about every day. He now understands that if he
experiences that desire, it’s a symptom of the parasite affecting his brain/mind and would mean that a
parasite cleanse is needed. He was a person who totally accepted himself as gay and now if I ask him if
he misses any of that gay stuff, he answers with an emphatic “No, not at all!” He is just a very healthy,
normal guy with a healthy and normal interest in pretty girls!
I promise you I am not kidding or exaggerating. You and or your sons can feel invited to call (reply to
this email and we can exchange ph#s) and speak with him and ask him anything you like- he is healed
from that terrible, awful affliction and feeling better than he has in his whole life. He says that his mind
is clearer, he has more energy, is more positive and no longer depressed. He feels like getting stuff done
and he is way more mentally healthy than I have ever seen him. People that know him are telling him
that he looks like a new person and he is a new person. At the age of 44 he has reclaimed his mind and
body and his life and future have become so much healthier and happier!
I now realize that getting an answer to the question of what makes someone want/enjoy “anal sex” and
letting the world know that it’s a symptom of parasites NOT “homosexuality” and that it can be curedwas and is God's plan for me and that it's probably why I was born into this world. I have been being
protected and prepared for this for my whole life. Mike also feels it is his destiny to discover and share
this truth.
As I write this I am getting a strong feeling that your mother and father are with me now letting me
know that they will see to it that the message will reach you. For this I am grateful as I was kind of
worried that you wouldn't see it.

When I told Mary that I was being led to communicate with you, she suggested I should invite your sons
to come to Buenos Aires and get an apartment for a couple of months so I could supervise and assist
them in doing a proper body and mind parasite cleanse and send them home parasite free and "as good
as new" as she put it.
Why not just go to a local MD? The problem with trying to find help with this from MDs is that most
know next to nothing about parasites and the diseases they cause, they use very questionable tests
where false negatives are very likely, they prescribe ineffective drugs with nasty and dangerous side
effects, and they don't understand that parasites can be living in any organ- brain, liver, skin, stomach,
lungs, eyes, even the bloodstream, not just the intestines. MDs don't look for or go after anything but
intestinal parasites. If I do my job then maybe in the future MDs will be able to get rid of parasites and
cure “homosexuality”. But at this point they probably wouldn’t even believe it was possible.
We, on the other hand, are not doctors so we are not trained in techniques and procedures that miss
most parasites and that allow most infestations to go on for many years, untreated. Why test when you
know that everyone (including me and including you) has parasites? I have done some pretty extensive
research on just what these parasites are capable of and the kind of problems they can cause. Mary's
doctors were trying to frighten her into going for a very toxic and unbelievably expensive course of
cancer chemotherapy with horrendous, possibly deadly side effects when she doesn't even have cancer.
We don't diagnose anything therefore we don't misdiagnose anything. The herbalist that we work with
here in Buenos Aires has been practicing for over 45 years and he knows what he's doing. He and his
wife look to be in their early thirties and that says a lot. The herbal anti-parasite tea that we get from
him tastes lightly minty and kills parasites all over the body. In addition to safe and effective nontoxic
anti-parasite herbs from Western herbal traditions, we also incorporate sacred healing herbs from the
rain forest as well as several techniques and practices based on new research in the field of
neuroplasticity that are designed to restructure the brain, grow new brain cells, weaken old unhealthy
dysfunctional neural pathways and facilitate and generate new healthy neural pathways and habits that
create health and happiness.
Since this is starting to sound like some kind of sales pitch I am happy to let you know that if they can
cover their own expenses (the herbs cost about fifty dollars and other supplies are equally inexpensive) ,
I would be happy to do whatever I could to assist Randy and or Steve for free. We don’t charge a fee for
this sort of assistance. I have no doubt that if they will stick with the same program that worked for
Mike, their reward will be liberation from the parasites that make a person believe that they are gay. If
they cannot travel to Buenos Aires, we could perhaps be of service using Skype.
So perhaps I was led to contact you so I could help you and your family and maybe it was also so you
could help me somehow get this discovery out to the rest of the world. I don't think there is a problem
or illness that causes more suffering and anguish for the people and families around the world.
Think of all the fathers who have become infected with this parasite and felt that they had to abandon
their wives and children because they were convinced that they were homosexuals when in reality, what
they were feeling was a symptom of a parasite infestation for which there is a not too difficult cure.

Think of all the millions of sons that pick up this parasite and have their future destroyed because they
mistakenly believe they are gay. I doubt that anyone on Earth knows this anguish more than you. Think
of all the millions of families that are like your family- ripped apart because no one understands the
simple truth that these homosexual thoughts and feelings are symptoms of parasites that will go away
with a good parasite cleanse.
There are countries where victims of this affliction are routinely beheaded and otherwise tortured and
murdered because of a parasite infection that can be easily cured. I saw a YouTube video (I couldn't
bear to watch it) that reported that a father had poured boiling hot water on his son and his boyfriend
while they were sleeping in bed. This was in the US!
Because I lived in and had a business in San Francisco where this parasite is so rampant, I knew many
guys who were like Mike- disowned and shunned by their family because everyone thought they were
hopelessly homosexual and no one understood it's just a symptom of a parasite infestation that needs
treatment. These people with these long term untreated parasite infections were some of the sickest
people, mentally and physically, engaging in the most outlandish and dangerous behavior that you could
ever imagine. It’s still happening today, all over the world with uncountable millions of victims and
now we can do something to help heal this terrible situation.
In reality- there are no homosexuals- just a huge population of guys that need to deparasitize.
“Homosexual” is a "social construct" that doesn’t refer to anything real. More accurately, the only reality
“homosexuals” have, is as a social construct. It was invented because no one understands why a person
would be interested in "anal sex". It helps people think they can understand and explain the bizarre
behavior of wanting and liking "anal sex". So I hope you can understand- there are no real homosexuals
and there is no such thing as "anal sex" except as social constructs. These are just ideas invented to help
people think they can understand behavior (caused by the parasite’s reproductive cycle) that they are
clueless about. To restate- “anal sex” is nothing more or less than parasites reproducing and spreading.
Without the parasites, there is no “anal sex” and no desire for “anal sex”. So you can understand that
anyone who thinks that they are homosexual is mistaken. Those thoughts and feelings are a symptom
of parasitosis. And it’s not hard to cure most cases of parasitosis.
This trickery of the parasites has been going on for God only knows how long. For at least many
thousands and very probably millions of years, they have been getting better at what they do. We are
finally starting to catch on to their amazingly intelligent and skillful methods and tactics of survival.
And here's something I know will blow your mind- It seems likely to me that ALL or at least most sexual
perversions are parasite driven. What sexual perversion does not facilitate parasite lifecycles? Sado
Masochism, necrophilia, predatory child molesters, serial rapists, the perversion where they are into
excrement and we can't forget bestiality. All these perversions fit the “parasite driven” theory because
they make life easier or possible for parasites to reproduce and spread.
In fact, when you take into account that there are parasites that feed on the biochemicals that are
generated from strong human emotions, like adrenalin for example, it's clear that most forms of mental
illness, criminal insanity and addictions are probably caused by parasites. Ever hear of “adrenalin

junkies” that do all kinds of crazy things just for the adrenalin rush? These people tend to die young
because they love to do extremely stupid stuff. Very probably parasitosis is at the root of it.
Research is showing that schizophrenia first started showing up when and where cats first started being
kept as pets. Remember, cats are the host of the toxoplasma gondii brain parasite.
Some researchers say parasites can use the biochemicals that are generated by pain, fear, horror and
extreme drama, like recreational drugs. So they cause their hosts to behave in ways that generate the
chemicals that they need/like. A person finding that torturing oneself or others is sexually stimulating
would be an example of this. Psychopaths which are thought to be incurable (like “homosexuals”) and
seem to be running the world to total destruction, could possibly be cured and returned to normal in the
same way that “homosexuality” is curable- deparasitization.
I myself had an awful taste of mental illness caused by parasites (and cured with anti-parasite
medication) a few years back when I started experiencing extreme anxiety and severe clinical
depression. For months, even though my life was going pretty good- business doing well, relationships
going well, but I had the dreadful feeling like I was going to die the next day. I could hardly sleep until I
reached the point of total exhaustion and I would wake up absolutely terrified and stay that way until
sleeping again. I searched the internet for an easy way to end my life and luckily, never found a method I
liked. My hands constantly shook and I was absolutely and profoundly miserable every second of every
day and it got way worse if I consumed the smallest amount of anything (like a sip of milk, handful of
nuts etc.) with sugar in it which I constantly craved. Obviously I couldn’t work.
This nightmare went on for months and finally ended (and has thankfully not returned) within hours of
my being prescribed a drug called Nystatin. It only took a few pills to cure me. This is a drug that stays
in the intestine and is not absorbed into the rest of the body. It acts as a fungicide that is effective
against an intestinal yeast parasite called Candida albicans. This is the organism that causes yeast
infections and is implicated in all sorts of symptoms and diseases not the least of which is many forms of
cancer. There are doctors that are curing many cancers just by using baking soda which acts as a
fungicide to kill the parasite.
As a lawyer, I’m sure you would know that if it can be established that a suspect has the motive, the
means and the opportunity to commit the crime, there is a high probability that he or she is guilty.
1) Parasites have a motive- reproduction. Reproduction is probably the strongest of all instinctual
motivations in all life forms. Otherwise- extinction.
2) They have the means- getting into the brain and controlling the mind. There are so many
examples that prove parasites have this ability. Google “mind controlling parasites”.
3) They have the opportunity- almost no one ever does regular, effective parasite cleansing. Most
parasite infestations go undetected and untreated.
Oh, did I mention, I have a couple of eye witnesses to the crime (Mike and I) that are willing to testify
about what they saw and it’s… parasites!!!

With this logic, the evidence and witnesses, I think we could get a conviction of “guilty as charged” as to
the accusations I have made above, against parasites. Do you not agree?
Can you imagine how the world would change were it to become generally known that “homosexuality”
(like so many other problems and illnesses) is a symptom of parasitosis? Mike says knowing that
parasites are causing those sexy feelings takes the fun out of it. It’s as if his immune system now
recognizes the invader as “not self” and rejects it. Because of this vaccine-like protection, it could be
that few if any people would continue identifying with the social construct of “homosexual” or “gay”.
There would be no more "gay pride" and no more parades because who would be proud of being
infested with parasites? No more "gay agenda" for messing up our children. No more gay mafia
controlling our media and entertainment industries. No more shame or embarrassment about a
symptom of a rather common medical condition that can be treated and cured if it’s not hidden or
stigmatized by society. Millions of families would not be shattered and torn apart. Millions of broken
marriages could be restored. Millions of suicides would not happen. Millions of children would not
have to lose their fathers. Literally millions upon millions of people would be living healthy, happy and
parasite free lives that would otherwise be damaged or destroyed.
Just imagine the difference it would make in everyone’s life if only they knew what you now know.
So as I say- I'm not sure why I was led to contact you. It doesn’t seem possible that it’s just “all in my
head”. I wasn’t looking for you; I didn’t even know you existed till I was led to you. Now that I do know
about you, it seems God picked the perfect person for me to share this revelation with. Because of your
life experiences, you know firsthand of the pain and suffering these parasites inflict on individuals and
families. If you and your family can benefit from this knowledge, that's awesome! I’m so happy and
grateful that I could help you and your family. It would be an honor to help even more if I can.
I don't know what kind of lawyer you are but maybe you know how to set up a foundation that could get
donations to finance a worldwide education and treatment campaign and fund new research on how
parasites harm us and better ways to get rid of them. Let’s call it the Ronnie Roberts Foundation. Or
how about a healing center where people could come to cure their “homosexuality” and other parasite
driven afflictions and diseases. Even if most “gays” didn’t believe it, as more and more people were
successfully deparasitized, with obvious improvements in their health and happiness, the results would
become ever more undeniable and even the most stubborn of hold outs would eventually want to “get
clean” and say goodbye to their parasites.
We want to make this information as accessible as possible. http://MythOfHomosexuality.com and
http://HomosexualityCure.com are domains we have bought for the online effort. This discovery of the
cause of “homosexuality” and the simultaneous appearance of proof that the implied cure works (what
are the chances that it’s all just coincidence) have given me a very vivid experience that God has a plan
and a purpose for me and that my previously meaningless existence is anything but. I am 100% willing
to be used for this purpose and happy and grateful to answer God’s calling.
Maybe you too have an experience that you are being called by God to help us bring this healing to the
people and families of the world. Possibly you could team up with Mike and I to write a book to tell the

world what you have been through and how your sons were healed. Yes, I’m very optimistic about this.
I absolutely believe that it is God’s will that Randy and Steve receive the healing that is now awaiting
them and that their wholeness be completely restored and that they be returned to the bosom of their
loving family.
Perhaps you know people at ORU that would want to set up a research project to verify (or not) that
what I’m telling you is true. Maybe you have contacts in the televangelist or mega church world that
could really let large numbers of people know about this discovery. I know Mike would be willing to be
interviewed on TV or church or video etc.
In conclusion, thank you dearest Roberta for taking the time and energy to read this long message and
for considering what I have written. If you have or get any ideas or suggestions that you would like to
share with us and or that you could use our help with, please consider us at your service. Once againimagine the possibilities.
Yours Very Truly,
Skip

